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My journey to Madagascar

How do you know Madagascar? When I was a 1st phd student 
of gephysics, I have many goals:

Want nice 2D seismic display?

Want a 3D volume plotting?

Want to write a paper for 'geophysics'?

Want to include figures in a paper?

Want to do further research based on other researchers' 
efforts?

Want to share results in public?

...

What was I doing? I was learning Seismic Unix hard, but cannot use it neatly!
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Tariq bragged: With Madagascar, 
you can

Do 2D seismic display in a nice way;

Do a fantastic 3D volume plotting; 

Write a paper for 'geophysics‘ and many other prestigious 
journals;

Include figures in a paper directly after running the codes;

Obtain other researchers’ codes freely, conveniently

Expose results more publically after publication

…

Until I became a visiting phd student at UT Austin under the supervision of Prof. 
Sergey Fomel, I had to use Madagascar to finish my course work on 'Seismic 
Imaing'. I became a user, and then a developer! 
I accepted all these features! That's not bragging!I accepted all these features! That's not bragging!
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RSF data format

 RSF=regularly sampled data format   :-)  a story from Sergey

Storing large-scale datasets in a text format may not be economical. RSF 
chooses the next best thing: it allows data values to be stored in a binary 
format but puts all data attributes in text files that can be read by humans 
and processed with universal text-processing utilities.

 *.rsf: header file contains information about origin, sampling interval, labels 
and legends of axes, data type (float, int), location of the actual data, size of 
data elements, etc.  

 *.rsf@: binary data file

 Madagascar accesses the data according to header file and the path, using 
scons to build and run the codes.

 SCons is a software construction tool (build tool, or make tool) 
implemented in Python, which uses Python scripts as “configuration files” 
for software builds. It is an easier, more reliable, and faster way to build 
software, solving a number of problems associated with other build tools, 
especially including the classic and ubiquitous make itself.
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Play with command-line

Similar to Seismic Unix (SU) using command-line, 

– compatible with shell scripts using pipes

– Find a code you need (GUI):sfgui, sfbrower

Almost all the commands have the prefix 'sf': sfprog

– In Sconstruct, sf can be omitted. 

– Man page for command reference: just type the name

• sfspike, sfbandpass

The most frequently used commands (I believe):sfin, sfattr, 
sfpen

multiple programs, and do not want to save the intermediate files, then pipes will 
greatly reduce the number of files that you have to keep track of.
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Plotting

*.vpl: Figures are Vplot format
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sfspike n1=1000 k1=300 > spike.rsf

sfin spike.rsfsfin spike.rsf

sfattr < spike.rsfsfattr < spike.rsf

sfbandpass fhi=2 phase=y < spike.rsf > filter.rsf

sfwiggle clip=0.02 title="Welcome to Madagascar" < filter.rsf > filter.vpl

sfpen < filter.vpl

sfspike n1=1000 k1=300 | sfbandpass fhi=2 phase=y | sfwiggle clip=0.02 
title="Welcome to Madagascar" | sfpen
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sfgraph
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sfgraph
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graph symbol="+" ...
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graph 
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Plot(...,'sfgrey color=i ...');
Result(...,'SideBySideIso') 



20sfgrey, sfwiggle, overlay
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sfgrey color=j,i,g colorbar=y
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sfgrey color=j,i,g colorbar=y
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sfcontour
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Result(...,'Overlay')
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sfgrey3 flat=y
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Create SConstruct for your 
computation

 Different programming tools

 C/C++

 Fortran (f77, f90) 

 Matlab

 CUDA C/C++

 Java

 Python

 ...

 High performance computing (do things in parallel)

 Pscons

 OpenMP (sfomp)

 Mpi (sfmpi, sfbatch): 

 submit a job script on cluster (Stampede)

 cuda

RSFSRC/api/
This directory contains development kits 
implementing the Madagascar API for
several programming languages.

 RSFSRC/book/rsf/bash/omphello
 RSFSRC/book/rsf/bash/sample1
 RSFSRC/book/rsf/bash/sample2
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Create SConstruct for your 
computation

 Simple python syntax:

 from rsf.proj import *

 Fetch()

 Flow()

 Plot()

 Result()

 End()

 scons

 scons view

 scons -c

 sfpen fig.vpl

 vpconvert format=pdf fig.vpl

Result(): Result(): creates Vplot figures in a 
subdirectory 'Fig'. These figures will 
be used to generate papers with latex.

Plot(): Plot(): similar to Result(), but the resulting figures may 
not be used in the paper.

Always start with from rsf.prog import *, from rsf.prog import *, end with End() End()

Defined in Madagascar’s rsf.proj  package (Sergey)
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Create SConstruct for your 
computation

from rsf.proj import *from rsf.proj import *

# create a model
amp=1
rad=1
FlowFlow('model',None,
     '''
     math n1=301 d1=0.01 o1=0 n2=1001 d2=0.01 o2=0 output="1+2*x1+0.5*x2" |
     math output="input+%g*exp(-((x1-1.5)*(x1-1.5)+(x2-5)*(x2-5))/(%g*%g))" |
     put label1=Depth unit1=km label2=Position unit2=km
     ''' % (amp,rad,rad))

# plot the model
PlotPlot('model','model','grey color=j scalebar=y label1=Depth unit1=km label2=Position unit2=km barlabel=Velocity 
barunit=km/s barreverse=y title=Model allpos=y')

# do a ray-tracing
FlowFlow('ray','model','rays2 yshot=5 nt=500 dt=0.001 a0=180 nr=1')

# plot the ray
PlotPlot('ray','graph transp=y yreverse=y min1=0 max1=3 min2=0 max2=10 wantaxis=n wanttitle=n scalebar=y plotcol=7 
plotfat=3')

# overlay model and ray
ResultResult('overlay','model ray','Overlay')

End()End()
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Reproduce figures and papers

To run the examples:

 sconsscons

 scons viewscons view (sfpen fig.vpl)

To reproduce a paper:

 Do the computation and generate the figures: 

• sftour scons locksftour scons lock

 Generate the pdf file: scons pdfscons pdf

• scons readscons read

 Remove the unwanted things: 

• scons -cscons -c
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Reproduce figures and papers

Paper Sconstruct

– from rsf.tex import * tells Madagascar to import Python 
packages for processing TeX files

– End(name,lclass,options,use)

• name - name of the root tex file to build, paper.tex.

• lclass - name of the LaTeX class file to use.

• options - document options for LaTeX class file.

• use - names of LaTeX packages to import during 
compilation.

from rsf.tex import *

End('paper',lclass='eageabs',options='11pt',

use='times,natbib,color,amssymb,amsmath,amsbsy,graphicx,fancyhdr')
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Exercises

Example for visualization

cd $RSFSRC/book/rsf/bash/plot

scons

scons view

sfpen fig.vpl

Exercise 1: adapt command-line to SConstruct

 examine the script: example/SConstruct
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Exercises

Exercise 2: customize your paper

cd $RSFSRC/book/bei/dwnc

sftour scons lock

scons read

sftour scons -c
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Public datasets and benchmark 
models

RSFSRC/book/data (download from the server)

 Marmousi

 Sigsbee

 BP

 Hess VTI

 Teapotdome

 Pluto

 Overthrust

 Seam (new!!)

Acknowledgement:

 Karl Scheicher, Sergey Fomel
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Join the community: From user to 
developer

 From user to developer

 Add and update the codes using 'svn', a revision control system:

 svn add foo.c

 svn commit -m “message about foo.c”

 Attending the working workshop to add new features;

 Keep eyes close on the updates of Sergey's release;

 Madagascar development blog

 Trouble shooting:

 Join the ’Madagascar’ group on LinkedIn;

 Ask questions;

 Madagascar is a community effort 

 Stand on the shoulder of giants;

 Develop and share your research with others;

 Ready to be exceeded and challenged!
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Thank you! 

Welcome to join us!
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